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Abstract
 We present the assignment of the c = c stretching modes, n2 and n3 of a- and q-(BeDt-ttF)2i3 and 
a-(BeDt-ttF)2Nh4hg(scN)4 with the aid of 13c- and deuterium-substituted compounds. to estimate 
the site charge at around 0.5, we present an empirical relation between the frequency of n2 mode and site 
charge. the relationship was examined by applying it to a- and q-(BeDt-ttF)2i3 and a-(BeDt-
ttF)2Nh4hg(scN)4 in a metallic phase at ambient pressure. Based on the assignment and empirical 
relation, we estimated the site-charge distribution of a- and q-(BeDt-ttF)2i3 under hydrostatic pressure. 
on increasing pressure, the site-charge distribution of a-(BeDt-ttF)2i3 tends to approach uniform 
distribution, while q-(BeDt-ttF)2i3 keeps the uniform site-charge distribution up to 3.1 GPa.

Introduction
 more than 200 charge-transfer salts have been synthesized 

combining BeDt-ttF and various counter anions. among 

the various known organic conductors,[1,2] a-(BeDt-ttF)2i3 

(BeDt-ttF  =  bis(ethylenedithio) tetrathia fulvalene, abbre-

viated as et hereafter) shows various electronic properties 

such as charge ordering[3], super-conductivity[4], a zero-gap 

state (ZGs)[5,6], photo-induced phase transition[7], and non-

linear optical response[8]. a-(et)2i3 exhibits a first-order 

metal-insulator (mi) phase transition at tmi = 135 K.[9] Based 

on theoretical[10,11,12], 13c-NmR[13,14], Raman[15], infrared[16], 

and x-ray[17] studies, the insulating phase is regarded as a 

charge-ordered (co) state. the crystal structure of a-(et)2i3 

consists of alternating anion and donor layers.[9] the donor 

layer has a herringbone arrangement of et molecules. the 

unit cell accommodates two holes (plus charges), they are 

allocated to four et molecules named a, a’, B, and c. the 

hole number allocated to each site corresponds to the valence 

of molecule or fractional site charge. in the metallic phase, 

a and a’ are connected by inversion symmetry, and B and 

c are located on the inversion center. in the co phase, on 

the other hand, the holes are redistributed so as to reduce the 

intersite coulomb energy, and they are split into two charge-

rich and two charge-poor sites, which breaks inversion 

symmetry.[8] it has been reported in a-(et)2i3 that the site-

charge distribution is non-uniform even in the metallic 

phase,[15,16,17] although the average hole number per a site is 

0.5 in the case of uniform distribution.

 the non-uniform site charge has been interpreted from 

the tight-binding[15] and extended hubbard models[18]. the 

fractional charge at jth site, rj, is calculated by the equation 

rj = ∑∑
4

ka,kb m
〈km |nj|km〉 f(e)　where |km〉 is the Bloch function 

of the mth band, nj is the number operator at the jth site, and 

f(e) is the Fermi distribution function for a hole. the equation 

(1) implies that the site charge reflects the overall band struc-

ture, which is described by a transfer integral t and coulomb 

energy U and V. therefore, the site charge verifies the qual-

ity of the band calculation. however, the site charge, especially 

under high pressure, has not been reliably examined experi-

mentally. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful method to 

estimate the site charge, rj, if we carefully analyze the charge-

sensitive mode (n2 mode in et). in addition the Raman 

experiment under high pressure is easier than infrared exper-

iment.

 the mi transition of a-(et)2i3 is suppressed by hydrostatic 

pressure. it has been recognized that the transport properties 

such as hall coefficient and magnetoresistance above 1.5 GPa 

are interpreted by ZGs with a Dirac cone dispersion.[5,6] the 

crystal structure of q-(et)2i3 also consists of a herringbone 

arrangement of et molecules. the unit cell consists of two 
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conducting layer of et separated by i3
– layer. the arrangement 

of et in a single conducting layer resembles that of a-(et)2i3, 

while the four et molecules are practically equivalent to 

each other.[19] application of hydrostatic pressure induces 

metal-to-ZGs phase transition.[20,21] Raman spectroscopic 

study of q-(et)2i3 as well as a-(et)2i3 will give some insight 

into the electronic state under high pressure. to interpret the 

high-pressure Raman spectrum of a-(et)2i3, we conduct 

reliable assignment for the c = c stretching vibration of 

a-(et)2i3 with the aid of 13c- and deuterium-substituted 

compounds. isostructural a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4 is also 

examined, for the reason that the Raman bands of a-(et)2i3 

is very broadened and unresolved due to the fluctuation of 

charge order.[16] Based on the assignment, we estimate the 

site hole number of a-(et)2i3, a-(et)2Nh4hg-(scN)4, and 

q-(et)2i3 in a metallic phase. Finally, we present the pressure 

dependent site hole numbers of a-(et)2i3 and q-(et)2i3.

Experimental techniques
 single crystals of a-(et)2i3 were grown by a standard 

electrochemical method in a tetrahydrofuran solution of et 

(13c-substituted et, and deuterium-substituted et) and 

tetrabuthylammonium triiodide ((t-Bu)4N-i3). in 13c- substi-

tuted et, the carbon atoms at the central c = c bridge were 

substituted by 13c. in deuterium-substituted et, all hydrogen 

atoms in ethylene end groups were substituted by deuterium. 

in the following discussion, the charge-transfer salt of 13c 

(deuterium)-substituted et is denoted as a-(13c-et)2X3 

(a-(d8-et)2X3). in the process of electrochemical crystal-

lization, the single crystals of q-(et)2i3 was harvested on a 

rare occasion. the single crystal of a-(et)2-Nh4hg(scN)4 

was obtained following the electrochemical crystallization 

method described in ref. [22]. the crystal face and axes were 

determined by x-ray diffraction using a Rigaku mercury ccD 

diffractometer.

 Raman spectra were obtained using a Renishaw Rama-

scope system-1000 in backscattering geometry. Lasers for 

excitation were focused on an area ca. 50 mm in diameter at 

powers in the range 100–80 mW. an analyzer was not used 

for the scattered light. Details of the low-temperature exper-

iment including the high-pressure technique were described 

elsewhere.[23] a polarized reflection spectrum was obtained 

using a Nicolet Nexus 870 Ft-iR spectrometer combined 

with a microscope (spectratech iR-Plan). For the low-tem-

perature experiment, a small goniometer head was attached 

to the cold head of the cryostat (oxford cF1104s), which was 

fixed to an XYZ stage. the details of the experimental meth-

ods have been described previously.[24]

Results and Discussion
Assignment of the C = C stretching modes of a-(ET)2I3 in 

a chargeorder

 Figure 1 shows infrared and Raman spectra of a-(et)2i3, 

a-(d8-et)2i3, and a-(13c-et)2i3, all in the co state. in this 

spectral region, et has three c = c stretching modes: n2: the 

in-phase ring c = c stretching is mixed with bridge c = c 

stretching in an out-of-phase fashion, n3: the bridge c = c 

stretching is mixed with in-phase ring c = c stretching in an 

in-phase fashion, and n27: the out-of-phase ring c = c stretch-

ing. the n27 mode is perturbed by site charges, the n2 mode 

is perturbed mainly by site charges, and the n3 mode is mainly 

perturbed by intersite transfer interactions.[25] through inter-

action with the electronic state, these vibrational and vibronic 

modes are split into four, as the unit cell contains four BeDt-

ttF molecules. the notations n i
jP and n i

jR ( j = 2, 27; i = 1, 2) 

were respectively defined as the i-th nj mode at charge-poor 

and charge-rich sites, and n i
3 (i = 1–4) was defined as the i-th 

n3 mode.

 We followed the assignments of ref. [15], except for the 

Raman bands at 1476 cm–1 and 1462 cm–1, which had been 

assigned to n3
1 and n 2

2R, respectively. since the isotope shift 

of n2 and n3 became closer to each other within each mode, 

Fig. 1a optical conductivity polarized along the b and a directions 
and Raman spectra of a-(et)2i3.
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we interchanged the assignment as shown in table 1. since 

n 1
2R and n 2

2R are close to n 3
1, they are mixed with each other. 

therefore, the n 1
2R  and n 2

2R cannot be used for estimating site 

hole number of charge rich sites. the vibronic modes in the 

conducting plane were assigned with the aid of isotope shift 

and comparison with the Raman spectrum. the vibronic 

modes n 2
2R, n 3

1, and n 3
3 in the optical conductivity spectra were 

unambiguously assigned as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. the 

very broad band, in which the peak was different between 

the e||a and e||b spectra, was assigned to n 3
4, since the fre-

quency of the vibronic mode depended upon the electronic 

excitation spectrum. if the unit cell has inversion symmetry, 

the Raman-active band cannot be observed in infrared spec-

trum and vice versa. as shown in table 1, n 2
2R, n3

1, and n 3
3 are 

found in both the Raman and infrared spectra, which violate 

the mutual exclusion rule. this observation provides clear 

evidence for the breaking of center of symmetry.

Assignment of the C = C stretching modes of metallic a- and 

q-(ET)2I3 and a-(ET)2NH4Hg(SCN)4

 Figure 2 shows the Raman spectra of metallic a-(et)2i3, 

metallic a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4, and q-(et)2i3. the former 

two compounds are isostructural to each other. a-(et)2i3 is 

semi-metallic above 135 K, while a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4 is 

metallic down to a low temperature, and shows supercon-

ductivity at 1 K.[26] as well as a-(et)2i3, the unit cell of 

a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4 with space group P1– involves four 

et molecules (see Fig. 1 of ref. [22] for the definition of a, 

a’, B, and c). For the same reason described in the previous 

subsection, three modes of n2 and n3 are Raman active, and 

one of n2 and n3 is infrared active. in the case of a-(et)2i3, 

two n2 modes were observed, whereas three n2 were observed 

in 13c-substitued compound as shown in Figs. 2a, 2a’, 2b, and 

2b’. From the isotope shift, we can safely assign three bands 

to n 2
1, n 2

3, and n 3
1 modes, and, n 2

2 is missing from Fig. 2a. in 

the case of a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4, three n2 and two n3 modes 

were observed and they were unambiguously assigned through 

the isotope shift shown in Figs. 2c and 2c’. however, another 

Raman-active n3 mode was missing from the Raman spectrum.

 q-(et)2i3 is metallic down to low temperature and under-

goes superconducting transition at 3.6 K.[27] the crystal 

belong to monoclinic system with space group of P21/c, and 

Fig. 1b optical conductivity polarized along the b and a directions 
and Raman spectra of a-(13c-et)2i3.

Table 1.  assignment of the infrared and Raman modes of a-(BeDt-ttF)2i3.

Raman (20 K) infrared (50 K)

a -(12c-et)2i3 a -(13c-et)2i3 a -(12c-et)2i3 a -(13c-et)2i3

n 1
2P 1536 1517        [19] (1518?)000000

n 2
2P (1508?)000000

n 1
2R 1483 1465        [18]

n 2
2R 1476 1452        [24] ~1477 (e||b) 1454        [23]

n 1
3 1462 ~1462 (e||b) 1431        [31]

n 2
3 1458

n 3
3 1349 1315        [34] ~1346 (e||b) 1315        [31]

n 4
3

~1300 (e||b)

~1230 (e||a)

~1300 (e||b)000

~1230 (e||a)000

ch2–Bending

1431

1419

1414

1402

1431       [34]

1420       [34]

1414       [34]

1402       [34]
a) the numerical value in parenthesis shows the isotope shift, Dn j =  n j

12-n j
13.

{
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the unit cell contains 4 et molecules. however, the arrange-

ment of et molecules is actually described by orthorhombic 

system with space group Pnma with the unit cell of crystal-

lographically equivalent two et molecules.[28] Due to the 

high symmetry of the unit cell, the Raman spectrum shown 

in Fig. 2d is very simple. two peaks are unambiguously 

assigned to n2 and n3 as shown in Fig. 3d. the frequencies of 

n2 and n3 modes of these compounds were shown in table 2.

Relation between frequency and site hole number

 the relationship between frequency of the n2 mode of et 

and the valence of et, which corresponds to the site hole 

number, r, was examined in ref. [25]. they assumed a linear 

relationship in the range of 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.8.[29] the r dependence 

of the frequency of n2 mode is ascribed to r dependent force 

constant F(r). that is, the linear relationship requires (dF/

dr)r = 0 = (dF/dr)r = 1.
[30] however, the frequency of et0.5+ is 

significantly deviated from the linear relationship toward 

low-frequency side, which means that | (dF/dr)r = 0 | > | (dF/dr)

r = 1|. to estimate the site charge more reliably at around r = 

0.5, we propose the following empirical equation, n2(r) = 

1570 – 180r + 57r2 (r ~ 0.5), where n2(0) = 1570 cm–1 for the 

calculated frequency of flat neutral et molecule, n2(0.5) = 

1494 cm–1, 1494 cm–1, 1495 cm–1 respectively for b’-(et)2icl2, 

k-(et)2cu2cN3, and k-(et)2cu[N(cN)2]cl at room tem-

perature, and n2(1) = 1447 cm–1 for (et)clo4 and (et)

auBr2cl2 at room temperature.[31] all of the compound with 

r = 0.5 shows blue shift by about 6 cm–1 from room tempera-

ture to 10 K, due to the hardening of crystal lattice. the 

temperature dependence is described by the following empir-

ical equation n2 (0.5, T)  =  a /  cosh(T / B)  (0 < t < 300 K). the 

example for the n2 mode of k-(et)2cu[N(cN)2]2 is displayed 

in Fig. 3.

 if we assume n2(0) and n2(1) also show the same tem-

perature dependence, the quadratic expression can be 

corrected as

 n2(r) = 1576 / cosh(T / 3500) – 180r + 57r2 (1)

for t < 300 K. however, the temperature dependence of 

molecular vibration is not simple but depends upon the com-

pound. For example, the n2 mode of q-(et)2i3 shifts less than 

3 cm–1 at 10 K. We therefore estimate the ambiguity of the 

site hole number as 6/123 ≈ 0.05.

Fig. 2 Raman spectra of a-(et)2i3 and a-(et)2 Nh4hg(scN)4, and 
the 13c-substitued compound, in which two carbon atoms of the 
central c = c bond of BeDt-ttF were substituted by 13c.

 (a) and (b) a-(et)2i3, (a’) and (b’) a-(13c-et)2i3, (c) a-(et)2Nh4 

hg(scN)4, (c’) a-(13c-et)2Nh4hg (scN)4, and (d) q-(et)2i3.

Table 2.  assignment of the Raman modes of a-(et)2i3, a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4, and q-(et)2i3

a -(12C-ET)2 

NH4Hg(SCN)4

a -(13C-ET)2 

NH4Hg(SCN)4

isotope shift a -(12C-ET)2I3 a -(13C-ET)2I3 isotope shift q -(ET)2I3

Raman (10 K) Raman (15 K) Dn  =  n 12-n 13 Raman (150 K) Raman (150 K) Dn  =  n 3
12-n 13 Raman (20 K)

n 2
1 1515 1503 13 1516 1496 ~20~

n 2
2 1500 1490 10 — ~1484~ — 1496

n 2
3 1492 1479 14 1487 1470 17

n 3
1 1471 1423 48 1471 ~1415~ 56

n 3
2 — — — — — — 1469

n 3
3 ~1300~ ~1250~ ~50~ — — —

n 3
4 — — — — — —
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Site charges of metallic a- and q-(ET)2I3, a-(ET)2NH4Hg-

(SCN)4, at ambient pressure

 using the equation (1), we estimated the site charge (hole 

number) of the metallic state of a-(et)2i3 from the frequency 

of n2 listed in table 2. the site charges at 150 K are 0.60 and 

0.37. according to the x-ray diffraction study, the site charge 

follows the order, rB>ra = ra’>rc, in the metallic state.[17] if 

we assume that 0.60 and 0.37 corresponds to the hole numbers 

of the sites B and c, respectively, the hole number of site a 

= a’ is estimated to be 0.52. this assumption is consistent 

with the above order for the site hole number, and the assign-

ment that n2
2 is missing in a-(et)2i3 (See Fig. 2(a) and 2(a’)). 

the non-uniform site charge is significantly smaller than the 

co amplitude of a-(et)2i3 in the co state[16]. the origin of 

the site-charge distribution in co state is different from that 

in metallic state. in the former state, the site-charge distribu-

tion is ruled by intersite coulomb interaction, whereas in the 

latter it is mainly by non-equivalent transfer integrals around 

the site. the anion potential may contribute to make non-

uniform site charges. on this point, Katayama et al. showed 

that anion potential gives a small influence on the site charge.[32] 

Kobayashi et al. calculated the temperature dependence of 

the site hole number within the mean-field approximation for 

extended hubbard model.[18] ishibashi et al. made muliken 

charge analyses in their ab initio calculation of the band struc-

ture of a-(et)2i3.
[33] in table 3, their results are compared 

with our experimental result along with the estimation from 

the molecular geometry determined by x-ray diffraction 

experiment.[17] the mean-field calculation overestimates the 

site-charge difference between the site B and site c. in the 

case of mean-filed approximation, the coulomb energy 

parameter, U, Vc, and Vp, enhances the difference in the hole 

number.[18] therefore, the coulomb interaction seems to be 

more screened in a metallic phase.

 using the equation (1), the site charge of metallic 

a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4 at 10 K are estimated to be 0.57, 0.50, 

and 0.39, which are very similar to those of a-(et)2i3. as 

the site charges of a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4 has not been dis-

cussed, we calculated the site hole numbers using the 

mean-field approximation taking the transfer integrals shown 

in the figure caption of Fig. 4 and coulomb interaction param-

eters[18], U = 0.4, Vc = 0.17, Vp = 0.05 eV. the site charge 

distribution at 10 K was calculated as ra(a’) = 0.51, rB = 0.47, 

rc = 0.50, which underestimates the non-uniformity among 

site charges. as we use the coulomb interaction parameters 

same as those for the mean-field calculation of a-(et)2i3, 

this difference is attributed to the transfer integrals. as shown 

Fig. 3 temperature dependence of the frequency of n2 of 
k-(et)2cu[N(cN)2]2cl. the solid line is the best fit equation, 
ω = A/cosh(T/B).

Table 3.  site hole density of metallic a-(et)2i3

Ramana) x-ray[17] mean-field theory[18] ab initio[33]

(150 K) (150 K)  (150 K) (298 K) (8 K)

na =  na’ (0.52 ± 0.03) 0. 59 ± 0.03 0.52 0.53 0.54

nB 0.60 ± 0.03 0.67 ± 0.02 0.71 0.55 0.57

nc 0.37 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.02 0.25 0.40 0.37
a) this work, the error comes from the ambiguity of the empirical equation for estimating site charge.

Fig. 4 transfer integrals of a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4
[22] and a-(et)2i3

[18]). 
the crystal axes in parentheses correspond to those of a-(et)2i3. 
the parameters are p1 = 0.100 (–0.062), p2 = 0.097 (–0.025), p3 
= –0.133 (0.123), p4 = –0.132 (0.140), c1 = 0.019 (–0.020), c2 = 
–0.068 (0.048), and c3 = 0.013 (–0.028) eV. the numerical values 
in parentheses correspond to the transfer integrals of a-(et)2i3.
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in Fig. 3, the B (c) site is surrounded by six sites, two a, two 

a’ and two c (B), with transfer integrals, p1 (p2), p4 (p3), and 

c3. the a (a’) site is surrounded by two a’ (a), two B, and 

two c sites with transfer integrals, p1, p2, p3, p4, c1, and c2. 

as shown in the figure caption of Fig. 3, the nearly uniform 

site charge distribution calculated above comes from the very 

close set of six transfer integrals around each site. in addition, 

when the set of transfer integrals is close to each other, cou-

lomb interaction parameter does enhance the inhomogeneity 

within the mean-field approximation.[32] therefore, the nearly 

uniform site charges calculated by mean-field approximation 

is attributed to the transfer integral, p1 ≈ p2 ≈ p3 ≈ p4 in 

a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4. the estimation of the transfer inte-

grals, especially p1 and p2, should be further examined so 

as to reproduce more inhomeogeneous sit-charge distribution.

 From the symmetry of the unit cell of q-(et)2i3, every 

site is approximately equivalent. therefore, the site hole 

number should be 0.5. applying the empirical equation, the 

hole number is calculated to be 0.51 at 298 K (1493 cm–1) and 

0.54 (1496 cm–1) at 20 K. the deviation from 0.5 at 20 K comes 

from the temperature dependence of the n2 mode different 

from k-type et salts which are used to obtain the first term 

of equation (1).

Site hole numbers of q- and a-(ET)2I3 under hydrostatic 

pressure

 q-(et)2i3 undergoes a first order phase transition at around 

0.5 GPa. the electrical resistance under 1 GPa behaves sim-

ilarly to that of a-(et)2i3 at the same pressure. in addition, 

the hall coefficient shows the same temperature dependence 

as that of a-(et)2i3 at the same pressure. these two electri-

cal properties suggest a zero-gap state (ZGs) in q-(et)2i3 as 

well as in a-(et)2i3. the behavior of the spin shift and spin-

lattice relaxation rate in 13c NmR study is also consistent 

with ZGs.[34] Figure 5 shows the pressure dependence of the 

Raman spectrum of n2 and n3 measured at 50 K. the Raman 

spectrum shows a significant blue shift under hydrostatic 

pressure. however, no distinct change was observed. this 

result suggests that high symmetry of the unit cell of q-(et)2i3 

is preserved at least approximately up to 3.1 GPa. if this com-

pound is in ZGs above 0.5 GPa, there should be a contact 

point at the Fermi level in band structure which is quite dif-

ferent from that of a-(et)2i3. the conservation of the 

pseudo-symmetry provides a restriction when we speculate 

the crystal and band structure under hydrostatic pressure. 

the 13c NmR study suggests a structural transformation to 

a-type structure at 0.5 GPa.[34] We speculate that the structural 

change is very small even if the unit cell symmetry is lowered.

 When the hydrostatic pressure is applied, the molecular 

vibration shows a blue shift (ω + Dω). as well as the lattice 

mode, the frequency shift against pressure is described by 

Dω/DP = ωgk, where g and k are Gruneisen constant and 

compressibility, respectively. therefore, pressure dependent 

frequency is given by the following equation,

 ω (P) = ω (1 + gkP) ( 2 ).

We analyzed the pressure dependence of n2 at 20, 50, 100, 

150, 200, 250, 300 K under the pressure between 0 to 3.2 GPa. 

since the hydrostatic pressure induces no structural change, 

we estimated the parameter gk. We found that gk ≈ 3×10–3 

GPa–1 is approximately temperature independent within the 

error of 10% in this temperature range as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Pressure dependence of the Raman spectrum of q-(et)2i3 
measured at 50 K.

Fig. 6 Pressure dependence of the n2 mode of q-(et)2i3 at 20 K, 50 K, 
100 K, and 150 K.
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 Figure 7 shows the pressure dependence of the Raman 

spectrum of a-(et)2i3 at 150 K, 100 K, and 20 K. at 150 K, the 

compound is metallic at ambient pressure. on increasing pres-

sure, the Raman spectrum does not show drastic change. at 

100 K and 20 K, the compound is in a co phase at ambient 

pressure. in this case, remarkable spectral changes were found 

between 0.1 GPa and 0.45 GPa at 100 K and between 1.2 GP 

and 1.5 GPa at 20 K. these spectral changes correspond to the 

phase transition from co phase to metallic phase. in the metal-

lic phase, n2
1 and n2

2 modes do not show parallel shift, but they 

tend to merge on increasing pressure. this trend is much more 

remarkable in the co phase as shown in Fig. 6c. hydrostatic 

pressure not only hardens the lattice but also non-uniformly 

modulate the transfer integrals, which change the site-charge 

distribution. assuming gk ≈ 3×10–3 GPa–1 for a-(et)2i3, we 

estimated the lattice hardening effect on the frequency with 

the use of equation (2). after eliminating the lattice hardening 

effect, we estimated the site charge using equation (1). the 

results are shown in the bottom panel of each figure. in a co 

phase, the amplitude of charge order decreases on increasing 

pressure.[35] this trend is probably associated with the increase 

of transfer integrals under hydrostatic pressure. in a metallic 

phase, the site charges approach uniform charge distribution 

like q-(et)2i3 due to a non-uni form increase of transfer inte-

grals on increasing hydro static pressure. this result suggests 

that the crystal structure of zero-gap state of a-(et)2i3 is 

slightly modulated so as to equalize the site B and c.

Fig. 7a Pressure dependence of the Raman spectra and hole numbers 
of q-(et)2i3 analyzed at 150 K

Fig. 7b Pressure dependence of the Raman spectra and hole numbers 
of q-(et)2i3 analyzed at 100 K. ambiguity of the hole numbers 
at charge-rich site is very large, because n2R is mixed with n3 in 
the co state. the symbols, ▲ and ■, in parentheses show the 
formal hole numbers calculated by equation (1).

Fig. 7c Pressure dependence of the Raman spectra and hole numbers 
of a-(et)2i3 analyzed at 20 K. ambiguity of the hole numbers 
at charge-rich site is very large, because n2R is mixed with n3 in 
the co state. the symbols, ▲ and ■, in parentheses show the 
formal hole numbers calculated by equation (1).
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Conclusion
 the Raman bands in the frequency range of c = c stretch-

ing modes were assigned with the aid of 13c- and deuterium 

substituted compounds. the empirical non-linear relationship 

between n2 and site charge was presented taking the tem-

perature dependence into account. combining the reliable 

assignment and empirical relation, we estimated the site 

charges of a-(et)2i3, a-(et)2Nh4hg(scN)4, and q-(et)2i3. 

the non-uniform site-charge distribution of former two com-

pounds in a metallic state resembles each other, whereas the 

last compound has a uniform site-charge distribution. hydro-

static pressure seems to show no drastic structural change in 

q-(et)2i3 keeping uniform site-charge distribution, whereas 

the site-charge distribution of a-(et)2i3 in a co state is 

remarkably changed by hydrostatic pressure. the site charge 

distribution of metallic a-(et)2i3 tends to approach a uniform 

site charge on increasing pressure.
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